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In the post-epidemic era, a new way to live is by changing our life. This new trend is driving a 
large demand for sportswear and functional clothes, as the epidemic resides, outdoor sports 
are going back into trend. We noticed that sportswear and functional clothing are gradually 
becoming the main trend in the apparel market. According to this new trend, San Fang 
Chemical is proposing better solutions for adhesives and film for you according to various 
needs. 
 

 

 

Playing your Edge, High bonding and Comfortable 

San fang LSCHYS® elastic and high-recovery series of adhesive film are the most suitable for 

functional clothing and any underwear. It's an excellent replacement for elastics and bulky 

stitches for optimal stretch and recovery, maintains a smooth silhouette for bonded seams or 

hem. 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your Style, Your Decorate! 

San Fang LSCHYS®-D series provides you with 

the most fashionable needs, not only in 

personalized LOGO, pockets, support, and 

anti-slip decorative effects to give you more than 

a variety of options (pearl, chameleon, rainbow, 

reflective, etc..) 

 

Amazing Seam Tape – Good Resistance 

Water 
The advantage of San fang 

LSCHYS®-MME070 and MS 700 can 

achieve fashion, water resistance and 

perfect functional clothes according to 

your different colors and needs. 

 

Great Bonding Solutions for Woven 

San Fang LSCHYS®-W series is best at bonding 

solution for woven fabrics, difficult-to-stick 

fabrics. We provide strong adhesion without any 

peeling. We also offer high /and low 

temperature processing for fabrics of various 

grams. 



 

More Breathable, Plus Light weights 

San Fang’s aerofilm series is a revolutionary breakthrough that changes the structure of film. 

In addition to high adhesion, it also has the characteristics of breathability and weight 

reduction. aerofilm is not only suitable for bonding and decoration on underwear, leg wraps, 

rear-lifting pants, or any functional clothing. 

 

Water Resistance plus Breathable, We are PoreForte! 

Sustainability and eco-friendly continues to be the main target for the apparel industry. San 

Fang do care, and we have PoreForte for you. PoreForte uses rPET material, which fits recycling 

idea with comfort for your clothing. 

 

Flexibility and Activity 

San Fang has near 50 years of experience industry, we believe our knowledge is the important 

values for your needs. We have a team of R&D, Production, Warehouse, Sales, Marketing, 

Business Development to cater your needs. We will respond to your need and a good supply 

management. Cut on your worries on the supply chain disruption. To the end of the day, we 

care about your needs, and we will respond to you at soonest. 


